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We have been producing personalized advertising sweets for you for 25 years.

Linking business with delight.
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Who are we?

SLODKIE is one of the European leaders in the 
promotional sweets industry.

We design and produce sweets from scratch using 
pioneering technologies and a personalized approach 
to each order and Customer. Our customizable sweets 
and chocolate gifts are part of promotional campaigns 
and corporate identities in varied industries around 
the world.

Our o�er includes over 300 products: candies, mints, 
dragées, chewing gums, lollipops, cookies, 
and chocolates, as well as in-house produced pralines. 
Our wide selection of flavors and fillings ensures that 
every unique need of our Customers can be met.

We apply the highest production standards and an 
integrated quality control system, which is vouched 
for by our International Featured Standard System 
(IFS Food), guaranteeing the highest level of food 
safety and a supreme quality of product supplied 
to the Customer.

All the products we o�er are designed, manufactured 
or packaged by our company. Our comprehensive 
Customer service is possible thanks to our own printing 
machines (pad printing, digital printing, flexo printing), 

3D studio, machinery to produce packaging, 
cast chocolate moulds, and confection sweets, 
as well as our own chocolate and caramel plants. 

Because of our state-of-the-art production lines, 
we can create chocolate in any shape and place 
the company's logo not only on the packaging, 
but also directly on the product.

All corporate gifts o�ered by us are a great advertising 
gadget suited for even the most demanding 
of customers.

We are pleased to announce that in 2022 SLODKIE will 
celebrate the 25th anniversary of the company. In this 
special year for us, we would like to commemorate the 
achievement with you and enjoy the success of our 
brand, which today is one of the European leaders 
in the production of advertising sweets.

On this occasion, we would like to express our gratitu-
de to all who have supported SLODKIE on its way to its 
current position. We hope that the coming years will 
bring our company prosperity and equally dynamic 
development.

SLODKIE Linking business with delight.

„Co-creating SLODKIE brand fills me with pride. 

It is also a challenge that my team and I take 

up every day, raising the bar higher and higher 

for ourselves. 

Today we celebrate the anniversary and with 

great joy we look forward to the next years 

spent together.

Thank you for your trust and we hope that 

we will surprise you and your partners in business 

more than once with exceptional, sweet gifts”

Anna Garmada
CEO
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CHEWING GUM BLISTER 6 PCS
cat. no.: 0003

If you are looking for an original promotional product for your 
company, refreshing sugar-free chewing gums are a great 
idea! It's a breath of fresh air for your brand, no matter what 
business you are in. We pack a set of 6 mint chewing gums in 
one blister and place them in a small but handy cardboard 
box made from FSC certified paper. 

The paper box can be personalized with your own graphic 
design with a digital printing method, which is characterized 
by a full range of colors and high-quality overprint. Despite 
the small size of the box, it is possible to reproduce any 
design with keeping all the details. What's more, we can also 
add an imprint with your brand on the back of the blister!

We also o�er two packaging options: closed box with a 
window or sliding box.

CANDY PACK
cat. no.: 0026

Are you looking for a perfect product for hotel reception,  
conference, fair or any other event? Meet Candy Pack!

The simple yet modern packaging of this caramel candy has 
turned it into a true bestseller. A huge variety of flavors to 
choose from, natural flavorings and coloring agents, as well 
as the record-high advertising space are the advantages 
that are di�cult to argue with.

We can o�er you 24 flavors to choose from: strawberry, apple, 
orange, lemon, cherry, raspberry, sour raspberry, mint, cola, 
ice, forest fruit, cranberry, multivitamin, milk, co�ee, cherry 
cola, pinacolada, mohito, chocolate, chocolate with mint, 
eucalyptus with mint, blackberry with mint, mulled wine.

You can also pack it in foil or 100% biodegradable foil.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/candy-pack/
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/chewing-gum-blister-6-pcs-3/
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MINT CREDIT CARD
cat. no.: 0064

Mint Credit Card is a great option for those who looking for a smart, branded 
product for their companies. Why? Because mints are always a good idea 
before and due every meeting!

Sugar-free mints are closed in card with your printed design with UV LED method, 
so the colors and patterns are unprecedentedly accurate and vivid. 
Colors of cards to choose from: yellow, red, white - transparent, yellow - transparent, 
orange - transparent, blue - transparent, green - transparent.

Many color options to choose from

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/mint-credit-card/
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BRAND ME! TIN
cat. no.: 0387

PUSH THE BUTTON
cat. no.: 0339

Brand Me! Tin is a unique product in the scale of the entire 
advertising sweets market. We o�er a wide range of candy 
colors, with an unforgettable taste of chocolate in a crispy 
colored shell. And most importantly - the proprietary, innova-
tive technology of direct marking  performed on chocolate 
dragees which guarantees that our Brand Me! Tin is an 
extremely e�ective carrier of your brand communication. 
The available packaging makes it possible to personalize 
them in any way, adapted to the promotional activities 
carried out by the company.

Lid of tin is digitally printed with UV print, thanks to that we 
have no limitations as to the complexity of the design or the 
number of colors. The durability of the print is extraordinary. 
It is resistant to water, as well as low and high temperatures.

Push the button is a small product with a large print area, 
perfect as a form of promotion for your brand! In a shapely 
button, we put 4 g of sweet dragées with a mint or fruit 
flavor - to choose from. 

But this product o�ers you even more options! 
There are 14 button shapes to select from: rectangle, heart, 
airplane, circle, hashtag, clover, steering wheel, oval, capsule, 
rectangle, plus, football, square, flower, like. 
And upon your request, we will prepare your own individual form. 

We will personalize the paper package with your own design. 
Digital printing provides a full range of colors and 
high-quality printing.

Push your promotional campaign with Push The Button!

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/push-the-button-2/
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/brand-me-tin/
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CHOCO TEXT 3 LINES IN ENVELOPE PRINT
cat. no.: 0593

Want to give your partners or employees personalized greetings? Choco Text is the
perfect idea to convey them! 24 pieces of chocolates with your own text will surprise 
recipients of your sweet message. 

Milk, dark or white chocolate – choice is yours! 

In addition, you can spice up your message by adding white chocolates with a colorful print, 
made with edible and completely safe colored food inks! We personalize the packaging 
with any design. Digital printing ensures full color range and high-quality printing.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/choco-text-3-lines-in-envelope-separate-orient/
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PROMO SLIM
cat. no.: 0482

Promo Slim is a perfect solution for both - sweet and salty fans of snacks. You can use it as 
a small gift for your employees, as well as a gift during events or other occasions. 

 What can be inside the branded packaging?
- mini oatmeal cookies with chocolate chips
- mini cookies in milk, white and dark chocolate
- salty pretzels 
- Candy Pack candies
- or Heart Candies Plus candies 

All of the above products are  closed in a tube with a metal cover resembling a can of soda! 
This is the truly promotional WOW e�ect.  Additional plastic lid ensures freshness of the 
product after its opening. 

If you pick the Candy Pack option - you'll have 24 flavors to choose from: strawberry, apple, 
orange, lemon, cherry, raspberry, sour raspberry, mint, cola, ice, forest fruit, cranberry, multivi-
tamin, milk, co�ee, cherry cola, pinacolada, mohito, chocolate, chocolate with mint, 
eucalyptus with mint, blackberry with mint, mulled wine.

In case of Promo Slim with Heart Candies Plus - 4 flavors to choose from: with addition of 
cherries, with addition of orange, with addition of mint, with addition of thyme.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/promo-slim/
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CHOCOLATE AIRPLANE
cat. no.: 0314

Would you like to personalize chocolate with your logo? Or maybe you prefer 
an unusual shape of chocolate. We can combine both of this options in one. 

Meet our amazing Choco4Mat products. 

Choose from as many as 29 di�erent bar shapes, add your logo on it and enjoy with 
a remarkable sweet promotional product. Upon your request, we can also create your 
own unique shape.

Check Chocolate Airplane - a creative gift idea perfect for the aviation industry! 
We prepare it using milk chocolate, dessert chocolate, ruby chocolate or white chocolate.

You decide which type of chocolate you want to have.

The box can be fully personalized with a digital print, which means that there 
are no limits to the number of colors or the complexity of the graphic design.
Ethical cultivation of cocoa, on the basis of which our chocolates are made, 
is confirmed by UTZ certificate.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/chocolate-airplane-3/
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SMALL PIECE OF CAKE 
cat. no.: 0032

Are you celebrating an anniversary, an unveiling of your new product, or any di�erent 
occasion? Check out our Small Piece of Cake! This box enabling you to create your own 
advertising cake! Cake slice-shaped packaging can be made in two di�erent sizes, each 
o�ering four di�erent contents of your choice. 12 boxes form a complete circle. 
Each of those packages may be a star in its own right.

What can be found inside the Small Piece of Cake?
- 1 Sweet Moment praline - nut heart
- 1 French tru�e
- 3 mini oatmeal cookies with chocolate chips
- 5 Heart Candies cherry flavor

It can be fully personalized with a digital print, so there are no limits as to the number 
of colors or complexity of the graphic design.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/small-piece-of-cake-2/
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The ecological side of SLODKIE

12

For years SLODKIE has been making every e�ort to 
o�er products and their packaging as safe as possible 
for our planet. This is why at every stage of our activi-
ty we take care to minimize the use of environmentally 
unfriendly materials. We were the first company on 
the Polish market of advertising products to introduce 
100% biodegradable foil. Additionally, we o�er our 
sweets in packaging in which the use of foil has been 
reduced by as much as 65%.

The paper we use for our packaging comes from 
controlled or recycled sources, and the process itself 
is safe for forest ecosystems, also contributing to 
preventing forest degradation. In addition, we repla-
ced plastic lollipop sticks with paper ones. We are also 
introducing eco solutions into our products, o�ering 
our customers shorter and shorter compositions and 
thus eliminating artificial flavours and dyes. 

Knowing how much influence even small 
decisions of each of us can have on the 
natural environment, in SLODKIE we bet 
on ecology. We are the only company
in Poland in the field of advertising 
sweets which use to its product FSC®
certified  paper. We are constantly 
implementing various pro-ecological 
solutions, expanding our o�er with 
products that are better and better for 
the environment. In 2021 our e�orts have 
been recognized and rewarded by an 
international group of experts with the 
PSI Sustainability Award. 

All our assurances are supported by internationally recognized certificates, such as:

 
We support Las na Zawsze (Forest Forever) Foundation, whose mission is to plant and secure
the future of forests. Starting this year, for every order you make, we will plant a 1m2 of forest.
At SLODKIE you will not only find a forest of ideas, but you will also help plant the real one!

FSC® certification (The Forest Stewardship Council - FSC® C155076), 
the paper used for our packaging comes from controlled forest clearing or recycling 
and is sourced in a way that protects forest ecosystems. Ask for our FSC® certified products

IFS Food  (International Featured Standard) certificate, 
which is a guarantee of the highest international food safety standards.

UTZ Certification for the chocolate products we produce.
This ensures sustainable agriculture and processing and guarantees high ethical 
and ecological standards in the production of raw materials.
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CALENDAR 30
cat. no.: 0581

Make a Holy Month of Ramadan a magical experience with our sweet calendar to count down 
the days until Eid!

The product contains 30 milk chocolates, hidden under 30 windows, for each day of Ramadan. 

Ethical cultivation of cocoa, from which our chocolates are made, is confirmed by UTZ certificate.

The box can be fully personalized with your graphic design and logo. The print will be made 
digitally,  so there are no limits to the number of colors and complexity of the design.

Sounds like a great idea for your employees as well as for your business partners!

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/calendar-30/
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MODULO TRIO
cat. no.: 0291

MINI MODERN BAR
cat. no.: 0086

If you are looking for the perfect gift for your colleagues 
or business partners, we have a delicious proposition for you 
- the Modulo Trio.

A delicate UTZ-certified milk chocolate bar is filled with 
a melt-in-the-mouth salted caramel filling. Each bar surpri-
ses with its unusual geometric form.
Biodegradable foil and paper packaging in which we put the 
sweets, ensure environmental friendliness and freshness of the 
products. 

Digital printing allows for complete personalization of packa-
ging while maintaining high-quality and accurate imaging of 
the project.

Mini Modern Bar is an excellent idea for a gift for a client, 
employee or business partner. Thanks to the combination 
of chocolate with amazing additions, we obtain a gift that
is not only tasty but also original.

Note: you can personalize both the wrapping and the 
chocolate itself by adding one (out of nine) remarkable 
sprinkles. Mini Modern Bar can be prepared using ruby, milk, 
dessert or white chocolate. Just add your favorite topping  
and enjoy the taste of this wonderful chocolate.

Ethical cultivation of cocoa, from which our chocolates are 
made, is confirmed by UTZ certificate. The chocolate 
is packed in biodegradable foil and the box is made 
of FSC-certified paper. Thanks to this, the product is entirely 
biodegradable!

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/mini-modern-bar-3/
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/modulo-trio-3/
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CHOCO FONT 3
cat. no.: 0419

SWEET VOUCHER
cat. no.: 0006

15

Looking for a triple sweet way to make someone happy? 
Three Choco Font chocolates are the option for you!

Choco Font 3 is a sensational promotional product where 
chocolate has been used, as a perfect „canvas” to create 
small pieces of art.  

UTZ-certified white chocolate in the form of round chocolates 
with individual decoration directly on it, is the choice for 
those who like to surprise with both the taste and the perso-
nal touch of the gift! What’s important, marking on chocolate 
is made with edible and completely safe food inks.

The box can be fully personalized with a digital print, which 
means that there are no limits to the number of colors or 
the complexity of the graphic design.
CHOCO FONT – perfect proportions of sweetness 
and originality.

Sweet Voucher is a perfect solution for all those who like 
out-of-the-box designs. You can put on it QR code leading 
to your o�er or website. It is also an interesting solution 
as an untypical form of a business card or loyalty card with 
a sweet gift!

What can be inside?
- Spice - Caramel Cookie
- Mini Bar 
- Heart Candies

The carnet can be fully personalized with a two side digital 
print, so there are no limits as to the number of colors or 
complexity of the graphic design. In addition, the perforation 
on the edge makes it easy to tear o� the printed part of the 
Voucher. 

For this product, we use 100% biodegradable packaging 
made of FSC-certified paper and 100% biodegradable foil 
(does not apply to Mini Bar).

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/sweet-voucher-5/
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/choco-font-3/


BUBBLE LAMB
cat. no.: 0013
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Celebrate the festival of Eid al-Adha with your customers and business partners by giving 
them this fantastic Bubble Lamb! 

This product, apart from its memorable form, is also distinguished by the delicious taste 
of chocolate!

Each lamb can be made in three options of chocolate you can choose from:
- milk chocolate
- white chocolate
- dark chocolate

The packaging is made of FSC certified paper. The box can be fully personalized with 
a digital print, which means there are no limits to the number of colors or the complexity 
of the graphic design.

Just add your graphic design, logo and message to mark the occasion and share goodwill.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/bubble-lamb-2/
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SNACK COLLECTION
cat. no.: 0213

Tired of sweet promotional campaigns? Stand out and choose salty one!

Snack Collection - mix of four crunchy snacks. It will be a perfect advertising gadget for 
a film premiere or music festival. Double-sided printing on the box gives twice as many 
possibilities for creative and unconventional communication with your clients.

We can personalize the packaging according to any design. Digital printing provides 
a full range of colors and high-quality printing.

Find your balance of promotional tastes with the SNACK COLLECTION.

17

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/snack-collection/
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PURE FRUIT JELLY
cat. no.: 0284

PRESS & PRINT

MINI RECTANGULAR TIN

cat. no.: 0234

Composition of 50% natural fruits and original recipe. 
Delicious, sweet and valuable - this is what Pure Fruit jelly is!
Jellies are made only from natural ingredients: fruit purée, 
pectin obtained from apples or lemons and sugar. The 
product is 100% vege, does not contain gelatin, preservatives, 
artificial colors, artificial flavors, lactose or gluten.

Available in a mix of flavors: strawberry, peach, lemon, pear, 
raspberry. As an option, you can choose between standard 
or 100% biodegradable foil in white or transparent color.

Take a fresh look at your promotional items with our popular 
peppermint tins. It’s a great idea to showcase your brand 
and give something to your customers. 

Check Mini Rectangular Tin Press & Print in an entirely new 
version!

In addition to the UV print of graphics of your choice, you can 
emboss your logo on the lid. It will be the perfect option for 
those who value choice.

In a silver tin, you can choose as many as 7 di�erent sweets 
inside: 
- oval powder pastilles (mint)
- mini powder pastilles (mint)
- Minis pastilles (mint, fruit)
- Dots pastilles (mint, fruit)
- sugar-free pastilles (mint)
- Jelly&Jelly (fruit)
- or sugar-free chewing gum
Plus, once the content have been enjoyed, your customers 
will have a useful tin for storing all those little bits that clutter 
up their desks.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/mini-rectangular-tin-press-print/
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/pure-fruit-jelly-2/
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CHOCO4MAT RAMADAN MOON
cat. no.: 0314

A unique gift for Holly Month of Ramadan made from chocolate with 
a personalized design or your logo? That's what Choco4Mat Ramadan Moon is! 

It's perfect for anyone who wants to transfer their wishes not only to paper but 
also to chocolate.

Choco4Mat is made from milk chocolate, dark chocolate, ruby chocolate or 
white chocolate. The packaging of this product also o�er a large printing area. 
We can put any graphic design on the FSC certified paper box. Digitally printed 
designs are intense and saturated.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/choco4mat-ramadan-moon/
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CHOCO4FORMAT WINDOW
cat. no.: 0314

Choco4Mat Window is the best way to celebrate the Eid Mubarak festival with more 
memorable wishes!

This remarkable bespoke chocolate is a unique gift made with a personalized design or 
your logo. It is available in several chocolate options:
- milk
- dark
- white
- ruby

The packaging of this product also o�er a large printing area. We can put any graphic design 
on the FSC certified paper box. Digitally printed designs are intense and saturated.

It's perfect for anyone who wants to transfer their idea not only to paper but also to chocolate.

Spread goodwill during the Eid Mubarak period with a bit of sweetness. It’s a great way 
to recognize and reward dedication, flexibility and hard work throughout this tough time, 
and to build morale and loyalty, grow productivity and enhance relations.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/choco4mat-window/
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A CUP OF TEA
cat. no.: 0121

SNACK BAG
cat. no.: 0473

Take your marketing to the next level with our unique, 
ingenious and delicious Cup of Tea.

It will be an ideal promotional product for your next company 
giveaway, event, or trade show. 
A single tea bag is supplied with an individual envelope
in a shape of a tea cup - branded on both sides with your 
design in full color. And for orders over 2000 pieces we can 
also make an individual print on the sachet. This will provide 
recurring and relevant attention to your brand, and your 
company.

You can choose which tea do you want to put in it:
green tea with lemon peel or an Earl Grey black tea.
Not only tasty but also healthy!

If you are looking for more tasty little treats for your 
customers - you'll love our Snack Bag! 

Four types of salty snack to choose: 
- salty pretzels 
- rice crackers 
- peanuts in a crispy shell 
- or roasted chickpeas 
closed inside bag with your logo will be a fantastic way 
to promote your business. 

Packing also  gives you many possibilities: standard or 
biodegradable foil in white or transparent color or paper 
with foil (plastic content – less than 65%) in white or craft 
color - the choice is yours.

2222
22
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YOURCLAIMHERE

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/snack-bag-3/
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/a-cup-of-tea-4/
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What definitely distinguishes SLODKIE is our 
delicious gourmet chocolate. We produce it 
ourselves, using only the best natural ingre-
dients. Chocolate is our specialty - our own 
production space and state-of-the-art produc-
tion lines allow us to prepare chocolate sweets, 
in any form, shape, size and packaging desired 
by the customer.

We focus primarily on taste, quality and safety. 
Our products stand out by not only the excellent, 
velvety taste of gourmet chocolate but also full 
certification recognized around the world. Cho-
colate is the greatest pride of the SLODKIE brand. 
For years we have been constantly refining our 
recipes, expanding our o�er with delicious and 
unusual novelties.

Our experienced team and technological faci-
lities allow us to prepare company chocolates in 
any shape and flavor.

The sweet promotional gadgets and chocolate 
gifts manufactured by us are used and apprecia-
ted by many brands across the globe. Chocolate, 
which fills our production forms, is available in 
several variants. 

Our famous milk chocolate is the most frequent 
choice for customers. We also o�er excellent 
dessert chocolate with di�erent cocoa contents. 
We also o�er white chocolate with a delicate 
vanilla aroma and unique ruby chocolate in a 
beautiful pink color.

All this, combined with attention to the smallest 
detail, makes it possible to adjust the sweet 
advertising to one's liking, the character of the 
brand or the desired style. Elegant pralines, 
almonds bathed in milk chocolate and sprinkled 
with cinnamon or a personalized chocolate mold 
in any shape? We o�er our clients a whole range 
of chocolate solutions so we are sure that they 
will find what fully meets their needs and expec-
tations. Filling sweet molds is what the SLODKIE 
brand has specialized in for years. Today we are 
among the leading European companies o�ering 
chocolate gifts to our customers. 

What makes our chocolate even more outstan-
ding is the UTZ certification. This confirms that 
raw materials we use come only from safe, 
certified plantations. The chocolate is made from 
high-quality cocoa beans and contains no 
colorings or flavorings. At every stage of product 
development we attach great importance to 
applying the highest standards and an integra-
ted quality control system. As a result we deliver 
excellent and delicious premium chocolate.

We make our own chocolate for you!
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GOLD CUPS
cat. no.: 0230

Gold Cups is a perfect gift for employees or a sweet thank you for a client. 
Eight Gold Cup chocolate pralines with  remarkable fillings: cherry notes, 
cappuccino with honey, hazelnuts & caramel, chocolate with mint and raspberry. 
All closed in a spectacular package.

This box of chocolates is a project for those who appreciate modernity. We can put 
any design on the seal that will perfectly complement the minimalistic form of the box. 

Thanks to the use of digital printing, colors are intense and rich in detail.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/gold-cups/
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MINI BARS ENVELOPE 30G
cat. no.: 0225

Looking for the ideal product for many occasions? 
You just found it! 

Product launches, thank you gifts, project wins, welcome gifts, 
marketing gifts or unique holiday gifts -  Mini Bars Envelope 
30g will be perfect for it. 

Open this elegant, custom printed envelope to find 
a delightful surprise – three Mini Bar chocolates with 
your logo on the wrapper. 

You can choose which kind of chocolate do you like in it: milk, 
dark or white. Each mini bar is additionally wrapped in a color 
foli of your choice:  silver, gold, red, navy blue or black.

We also can personalize the envelope according to any 
design with digital, two-side printing method. Which provides 
a full range of colors and high-quality overprint.

4 CHOCOLATES 5G 

ENVELOPE WITH

cat. no.: 0379

A classic product with real impact done your way!

An Envelope with 4 chocolates will be a perfect solution 
for many kinds of events, but also to the reception desk 
as a sweet treat. 

Inside the envelope we put 4 chocolates made of milk, dark 
or white chocolate with full color custom printed wrapper.

Each chocolate is additionally wrapped in a color foil 
of your choice:  silver, gold, red, navy blue or black.

We personalize the envelope according to any design. 
Digital printing provides a full range of colors and high-
quality printing.

This remarkable envelope gives you the ability to build 
the distinctiveness  of your brand in a more e�ective way. 

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/envelope-with-4-chocolates-5-g/
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/mini-bars-envelope-30g/
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VELVET HEARTS 
cat. no.: 0289

Velvet Hearts are unique pralines shaped like charming hearts. The cherry filling and 
chocolate covered with edible glitter make this gift not only tasty but also original. 
Perfect as a gift for a client, employee or business partner.

The ethical cultivation of cocoa, from which the pralines are made, is confirmed 
by the UTZ certificate. The packaging is entirely biodegradable and made 
of FSC certified paper.

The packaging can be personalized as you wish.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/velvet-hearts-3/
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CHOCOLATE SURPRISE
cat. no.: 0301

A Chocolate Surprise is an impressive milk chocolate ball with freeze-dried orange 
(packed in gold foil) or milk chocolate with freeze-dried red fruits (packed in silver foil). 

You can melt it in hot milk and consume it as an aromatic drink or eat it as a chocolate - the 
choice is yours. We recommend this product especially to those who love to surprise with 
unconventional forms of promotion.

This non-standard sweet also has a large printing area. We can put any graphic on the FSC 
certified paper package. Designs printed with the digital method are intense and saturated.

HOW TO PREPARE CHOCOLATE SURPRISE?

1. Take your favorite mug with hot milk in it. 

2. Add Chocolate Surprise.

3. Wait 2 minutes and stir.

Enjoy!

Meet the product that delights!
CHOCOLATE SURPRISE in two flavours to choose from!

milk chocolate with 
freeze-dried red fruits

milk chocolate with
freeze-dried orange

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/chocolate-surprise-2/
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WELCOME BOX
cat. no.: 0285

Welcome Box is a set of 4 bars made of UTZ certified chocolate with a remarkable, 
creamy filling: hazelnut, pistachio, co�ee, caramel. In each set there is a mix of all 4 flavors.

The box can be fully personalized with a digital print. That means no limits to the number 
of colors and complexity of the graphic design.

Welcome Box will be perfect as a gift to welcome a new employee, client or as a dispatch 
to the client at the change of caregiver - because each Welcome Box has a place for 
a business card.

COFFEE

COFFEE

COFFEE

COFFEE

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/welcome-box-2/
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5 STARS ENVELOPE
cat. no.: 0165

Looking for innovative ways to establish and market your 
brand? Our 5 Stars Envelope is a great idea for promotional 
giveaways at all kinds of events. Whether it is a new 
product launch, an exhibition or sales meeting. You can put 
on it QR code leading to your o�er or website. It is also an 
interesting solution as an untypical form of a business card 
with a sweet gift!

Chocolate stars are made of milk chocolate, wrapped 
in colored foil and packed in an envelope which o�ers 
a large printing area. 

You can  choose one of three foil colors, suitable to your 
corporate identity: silver, gold or red.

The envelope can be two-sided printed and fully personali-
zed with a digital print, so there are no limits as to the 
number of colors or complexity of the graphic design.

LITTLE SWEET MOMENTS 
cat. no.: 0233

What’s the best way to express your gratitude? Definitely, 
with an elegant box of amazing pralines! 

In this small but sophisticated gift box, we closed 9 chocola-
te pralines with incredible fillings:
hazelnut in a milk chocolate, pistachio in a dessert chocolate 
and cappuccino cream in a white chocolate.

This unique gift will provide the recipient not only a great 
taste, but also a impression that is hard to forget. 

We can put any design on the banderole which will perfectly 
complement the minimalistic form of the box. Thanks to the 
use of digital printing, colors are intense and rich in detail.

https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/little-sweets-moments/
https://slodkie.eu/offer/promotional-occasions/orient/5-stars-envelope-3/
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The International Featured Standard (IFS Food) is a guarantee of the highest level, food safety, legal 
compliance and repeatable quality of our products. It is also an assurance that our sweets are fully safe.

For the production of our packaging we use FSC-certified paper, which means that it comes from 
controlled or recycled wood cutting and is obtained in a way that protects forest ecosystems.

UTZ labeled products are made with raw materials from fair and sustainable cultivation. UTZ's Better farming 
Better future program enables farmers to: continuously improve sustainable farming methods, improve working 
and living conditions, educate children and care for the environment.

Packaging made of biodegradable foil.

Packaging made entirely of biodegradable materials.

Packaging made of steel, which is 100% recyclable.

The product is packed in paper with a mixture of foil - the plastic content is reduced by 65%.

This product contains no ingredients derived from animals or zoonoses. Suitable for vegans.

This product is suitable for vegetarians.

This product does not contain milk or milk products. Ideal for people who cannot eat dairy.

This product is gluten-free.

This product does not contain genetically modified ingredients.

This product does not contain preservatives.

This product does not contain additional sugar.

SLODKIE certificates
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